INTRODUCTION
Gulf Marine contracting FZE (GMC) is a turnkey Contractor providing
Oil Field Services and comprises of a team of outstanding professional
marine experts having built a solid reputation around skilled people,
modern equipment and a solutions-oriented approach that gets the
job done on time, safely and effectively.

GMC was established with the indomitable purpose to provide a full
range of diving services, including Riser Spool Installation, Pipe laying
Projects, Salvage, Dredging & ROV Services, wharf and bridge pile
encasement and more.
The Company also provides Subsea Pipe Repairs, Inspection, NDT
and other Subsea Services to a wide range of offshore industries,
offering the latest expertise and equipment.
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Our internal organization enables us to develop project teams to
precisely match the needs of our clients. With an integrated approach,
we are able to draw from the pool of skills and experience throughout
the whole company and benefit from the fluidity of knowledge and
people around the business.
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We place considerable emphasis on developing our capabilities in
line with the needs of our clients by placing them at the center of our
operations - by taking an extra step and trying to behave as if we are
stakeholders in their business. To enhance the way we execute diving
/ offshore projects, we invest heavily in the systems to support our
clients, and are committed to staff training, quality, and developing
appropriate infrastructure.
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VISION

Our vision is «to be the diving company of choice» and industry leader in the Middle East
region’s, in providing our clients quality & safer solutions in a hard-to-reach location through
our proven experience, modern technology and diverse range of services.

To achieve this we will:
• Commit to the successful completion of a wide variety of diving related projects
• Maintain continuous improvement processes
• Understand our clients’ business objectives
• Create an environment where our people are challenged, motivated and satisfied
• Conduct business ethically, honestly and with diligence at all times
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We, at Gulf Marine Contracting FZE, are committed to being the most successful provider
of a range of customer driven engineering, construction, installation and diving services.
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MISSION

SERVICES

We are a major EPC Subsea Contracting company and have been developing / improving in our capabilities, procedures plus
safe practices to provide our Clients with cost-effective solutions and optimum end results. We have enjoyed a 100% safety
of satisfaction record. Most of our works comes from word of mouth and repeat business. With more than two decades of
operational experience, world-class personnel who are dedicated to your project’s success, GMC FZE has what it takes to get
your project done right on time and within your budget.
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Some of our services includes:
• Project design/ planning and management on turnkey basis.
• Riser design/ fabrication & subsea installations.
• Spool metrology/ fabrication and subsea installations.
• Structural repairs and stabilization of marine facilities.
• Installation and maintenance of SPM system and offshore loading terminals.
• Salvage and Wreck Removals.
• Diving support for offshore Oil Rigs, construction work, lay and jets barges.
• Installation of articulated pipes for subsea cable protection.
• Saturation Diving services.
• Underwater Hull Cleaning.
• NDT inspection programs for offshore structural classification and certification.
• ROV Services.
• Dredging Services.
• Emergency pipeline repairs.
• Pipe line and riser installation.
• Navigational aid installations.
• Marine and civil construction services.
• Underwater concreting and foundation works.
• Supply and management vessels on charter party contract party.
• Underwater Subsea Training.
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WHY GMC?
Since its creation, GMC has developed and carried out extensive range of operations
and services supporting the onshore, offshore and land development projects
on a countrywide basis. GMC has committed to execute project by prioritizing
environmental protection to ensure minimizing air emissions, disposing effluent
water and reduction of waste disposal to the sea. GMC has formulated its policy for
successful execution of projects by:
DELTA
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• Deploying experienced and qualified project manager including imparting the
necessary training to increase their performance
• Preliminary Study to identify potential risk
• Effective Organization set-up
• Pre-Financing the Projects to avoid delays
GMC has endeavored to maximize the deployment of local resources including
personnel facilitating in provision of services at a competitive price, which inadvertently
necessitates provision of necessary training (prior to the commencement of the
project) to the local hired personnel for successful execution of the project.
GMC has formulated and complied with the Project Emergency Response Plan for
each Project/ Contracts. Each and every vessel display the Emergency Response
Contracts Telephone Numbers duly and the project execution team trained to cope
up with emergency situation in order to minimize day’s as shown in the succeeding
pages.
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EXECUTED PROJECTS BY GMC FZE
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Gulf Marine Contracting FZE is a Professional EPC Contractor
for every kind of offshore subsea projects. We can undertake
various types and size of projects and capable of operating in
any geographical locations. We understand that sound project
management is crucial to prevent pitfalls, hence our project
team pays very close to established quality, safety, health,
environmental standards; budget and schedule goals.
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We aim to use our experience, knowledge and technical expertise
to become the Preferred EPC contractor for your offshore projects.
We are sure that GMC FZE can provide its client a complete
project-management services, whereby we undertake the entire
project and act as representative for our client in the offshore
subsea projects, till the delivery of the completed project. With our
experienced technical team who have previously completed and
delivered numerous offshore and marine projects successfully,
we can assure our clients of our commitment, quality work and
delivery schedule.
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HUMAN RESOURCES POLICY
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Human resources, as the most critical element in the future of offshore oil and gas industry, is currently facing a serious skills
and human resources deficit due to the plethora of new projects being developed around the world. NOCs, IOCs, energy
companies and independents are all facing severe shortages of experienced and skilled personnel as they expand their
offshore operations. But the question of whether an offshore diving company needs a Human Resources (HR) department is
not a simple one to answer. Ask the question to a variety of offshore companies, CEOs, and HR professionals and you’re likely
to get a variety of answers. For instance, many experts will tell you that the number of employees in an offshore company is the
determining factor. A lot of companies with total employees under 20 assume that they don’t need an HR department. But size
isn’t the only issue to think about. By the way in Gulf Marine Contracting FZE, We believe an offshore diving company cannot
build a capable team of working professional divers, without Skilled Human Resources Program: no matter how small or large,
HR functions must be conducted for every company. This make us among the fewest offshore diving companies which have
Human Resource Program for their divers and that is something we are proud of it.
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Why We Believe In Human Resource?
• Ongoing employee training is essential for a company to maintain its level of professionalism and skill.
• The human resources department protects the interest, image and success of the company in every way.
• HR is an advocate for employees.
• HR leads to hiring right and by hiring right you can focus on growing the business not dealing with problem employees.
• The HR department in any company can be its ace in the hole, if used strategically.
• Having HR help an organization achieve balance between staff, management and strategy.
• HR doesn’t directly generate revenue in the way that a sales department does, it can help you solve certain issues within
your organization before they become costly problems.
In Gulf Marine Contracting FZE, the key functions of the Human Resources Management (HRM) programs, include recruiting
people, training them, performance appraisals, motivating employees as well as workplace communication, workplace safety,
and much more.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT POLICY
DELTA
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Gulf Marine Contracting FZE, as a leading EPC offshore company in subsea projects, has a range of equipment’s and
machineries to complete its different projects in the offshore industry. We have a robust Planned Maintenance System (PMS)
and periodically audit all equipment in accordance with IMCA guidelines. Our policy is to place only well-maintained and safe
equipment on our customer’s projects with adequate spares and technical support. The equipping for each project is carefully
considered to suit the scope based on years of experience in the subsea industry. We believe Ineffective asset management
leads to wasted resources, that’s why GMC FZE keeps its asset in the best operational conditions. Gulf Marine Contracting
FZE also owns a vast range of subsea tooling, inspection & support equipment to deliver diving services on diverse projects.
Equipment has never been a limiting factor to our operations and we maintain close contact with the marine industry so that if
our equipment’s are unavailable, we can source third-party equipment for use on our projects.

OUR MAIN EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY
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• 9 MAN SATURATION DIVING SYSTEM
• AIR AND MIX GAS SPREADS
• DECK DECOMPERSION CHAMBERS
• LARS AND WET BELLS
• SUBSEA AFRAMES AND SPOOL INSTALLATION TOOLS
• DMA AND RIGGING ITEMS
• UMBILICALS
• HYDRATIGHT & BOLT TENSIONING EQUIPMENT
• MINI PAMPERS AND HULL CLEANING EQUIPMENT
• SALVAGE EQUIPMENTS
• AIR BAGS ON DIFFRENT TONAGES
• SRP BOATS
• REMOTLY OPERATED VEHICALES
• SUBSEA TRAINING FACILITIES
• AIR AND GAS QUADS
• HP AND LP COMPERESSORS
• MACHINARY CONTAINERS
• WELDING MACHINES
• NDT EQUIPMENTS
• CCTV’S
• AIR LIFTS AND WATER PUMPS
• SPEAR PARTS AND CONSUMABLES
• FORK LIFTS AND TRANSPORTAION FACILITIES
• PORTABLE OFFICE CONSTRUCTION CABINS
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9 MAN SATURATION DIVING SYSTEM OF GMC FZE
The Saturation Diving System of GMC FZE was designed and manufactured
by SMP Ltd. It is certified in accordance with International Maritime
Contractors Association guidelines and codes of practice for offshore diving
operations and certified by Lloyds Register of Shipping.
This compact modular system rated for 300 mtrs consists of a 3 man 4.7m3
saturation diving bell, twin lock 6 man decompression chamber (DDC1), twin
lock 3 man decompression chamber (DDC2), gantry launch and recovery
system, diver’s gas control panels, main bell/diver control panel and all life
support machinery. The system is equipped for mixed gas saturation diving
and the clump weight also incorporates a tool basket for the divers.
A hyperbaric floataway chamber is also provided.

GMC FZE 9 Man Saturation Diving System is a mobile and modular system
that can be mobilized on a DPII support vessel, platform, rig or construction
barge. The system is designed for moonpool or over the side operations
using mixed gas saturation diving operations.
The System can be configured with minimum variations to operate with 9
or 6 divers. The 3 man chamber frames can be aligned on each side of the
6 man chamber central frame or on the same side, granting the maximum
optimization of the space available on the deck. The Hyperbaric Rescue
System can be installed on both side of the System.
The benefits are clear to see and it is the way forward in today’s demanding
market for deep diving operations and continual mixed gas operations.

BENEFITS OF GMC FZE’S PORTABLE SATURATION DIVING SYSTEM

Integral Chamber Life Support
container built into DDC1 skid.

Modular skid design for quick deployment
and ease of transportation.
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9 Man Floataway
Hyperbaric Rescue
Chamber (HRC).

3 Man Bell with bounce dive
capability and a clump weight
that has an incorporated large
tool basket.
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All containers comply with DNV
2.71- requirements as Portable
Units for Offshore Use.

A gantry type handling system
specifically designed for
moonpool and over the side
operations. This is a proven
design much safer than a
standard ‘A’ frame.
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GMC FZE - Hull Cleaning Services
In the offshore industry, every vessel hull needs to be cleaned on regular period. Why? Because if a hull has not been regularly
cleaned, a build-up of crustaceans can occur. For providing a solution for vessel owners, GMC FZE has purchased two sets of
containerized Hull Cleaning Units. With having several brushes, these brushes are designed to remove crustaceans but when
this build-up is excessive, as is often found on ships coming out of lay up, then the plough attachment is used to slice through
and remove the bulk, so that the brushes can then complete the hull clean in a single pass. Whatever coating is applied to your
vessel – conventional antifouling, low surface energy silicon coatings or no antifouling at all – the MINI-PAMPER hull cleaning
vehicle will remove marine growth without damaging the substrate, subject to correct usage and brush selection.

Multipurpose Machine
DELTA
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The MKII Hydraulic Hand Tool is a multipurpose machine which can be used for many Operations. There are several different
types of brushes available which can be used for hull Cleaning operations in areas that are too tight for access with other
cleaning machines, Notably around the stern areas.
The optional polishing adaptor will convert the tool for propeller polishing operations And there is a range of pads available for
different finishes, all of which can be Attached using simple Velcro attachments. A shaft adaptor kit is also available that adds
a 16mm chuck which can then be used with a variety of attachments such as drills and grinding discs.
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DELTA GROUP YARDS & FACILITIES
KISH ISLAND / RAS-AL-KHAIMAH
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With a combined space of over 4100 square meters, yards LOCATED in Kish Island and Ras-Al-Khaimah (UAE). We provide a comprehensive
suite of Offshore Supply Base (OSB) with solutions to the offshore oil and gas industries, with ranging of repair and maintenance service to the
supply of bunker fuel / fresh waters for the project spreads as well regional logistic bases.
As a result, these new facilities increase our efficiency by reducing the turnaround time and operational risk for our clients. Demonstrating
the quality commitment to our customers, our two yard adhere to the safe and quality control processes with the necessary facilities, high
technologies and equipment, these yards are a strategic part of our operations.
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HEALTH, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND QUALITY POLICY
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Gulf Marine Contracting FZE has one of the best safety records in the offshore subsea services. We have
satisfied oil and gas clients since 2007 with 24-hour service, comprehensive safety and quality programs.
In GMC FZE we are all responsible for achieving success in Health, Safety, Environmental and Quality
issues. Through working together as responsible individuals in our onshore and offshore teams we can
create an environment and workplace that is:
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• Safe for all our employees, contractors, visitors and anyone who comes into contact with our operations
• Clean, tidy and maintained to standards that can help to preserve the living environment
• Healthy and creates positive opportunities for individuals to express themselves
• Structured with working quality standards that help us achieve the performance standards, goals and
objectives desired by our customers and ourselves
Gulf Marine Contractors FZE employees recognize that in all these aspects a duty of care exists between
themselves to help each other to achieve the requirements of this policy statement.
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GMC FZE DIVER TRAINING STANDARDS
Gulf Marine Contracting FZE is an Associate Member of International Diving Schools Association (IDSA) which is currently under
audit. GMC aims to be a full member of the said diving association to train international commercial divers.
About IDSA
The IDSA Diver Training System is based on a modular approach. Each Standard, or Level of Competence, is made up from a
combination of modules (see Tables below) modules may be taught in two ways :
1- Combined as an integrated course
Modules may be combined to run a course leading to one of the IDSA Levels, for example, if modules A & B are combined, successful
students would be eligible to receive the IDSA Level I (SCUBA qualification).
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2- Individually
The order in which the elements of each Module or combination of Modules are taught may be altered to suit the facilities, staff and
equipment available, provided they are progressive. Courses may be run covering the requirements of one module only, for example,
a course may be run to the syllabus of Module ‘C’ for divers wishing to progress from Level 1 to Level 2.
TABLE 1 : The IDSA DIVER TRAINING MODULES
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A

MODULE TYPE

Diving principles and theory common to Theory Only
both SCUBA and Surface Supply. Must be
combined with either the Scuba or Stan.dard Surface Supply Modules

B

Preparatory

Training and assessment in the use of 30msw
SCUBA and simple work tasks

C

Commercial SCUBA Diver

Training and assessment in the use of Sur- 30msw
face Orientated Air Diving Equipment and
common inland/inshore work tasks

D

Surface Supplied Inshore
Air Diver

E

/Closed Bell
Mixed Gas

Training and assessment in air diving op- 50msw
erations using an open (wet) bell acting
as Bellman and Diver and/or using a Hot
Water suit
Training and assessment in the use and 100m
operation of a closed bell - acting as
Bellman and Diver using the appropriate
breathing gas mixture
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Certificates
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LIST OF SIMILAR MAJOR
PROJECTS EXECUTED
BY COMPANY
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